
KnowledgeFox Mobile
Next Generation MicroLearning



The greatest innovation
since the invention of
MicroLearning

MicroLearning is a highly effective learning method pio-

neered by the founders of Knowledgefox in 2004. We help 

users to make learning a habit by integrating small learning 

steps into their daily routines.

Utilizing scientific insight into human perception and proven 

advertising design principles, KnowledgeFox enables lasting 

knowledge results.

KnowledgeFox’ AI-powered learning algorithm, optimized for 

over a decade, personalizes the learning path of each learner 

to ensure the most efficient use of precious learning time.

Our new mobile app features a fresh user interface, fewer 

clicks, more intuitive swipe interactions, larger branding 

elements, faster code, optimized data structures and many 

details that distinguish our next-generation app.



Why KnowledgeFox?

   Highest user acceptance

   Continuous learner engagement

   Scientifically proven algorithm

   Easy-to-customize content library

   Meaningful knowledge metrics

  Best learning results



Onboarding

KnowledgeFox showcases your train-

ing content. The app makes it easy for 

users to access learning material that 

is relevant to them. Our single- sign-on 

mechanism enables internal users to 

connect with one click. Should you wish 

to serve an external/public audience as 

well, they can connect with Facebook or 

register with a valid e-mail address.

Branding

Login|Register



Main menu

The Main menu is the centerpiece of the 

application. All main sections of the app 

can be reached with one click.

An introductory course welcomes learn-

ers to KnowledgeFox, keeping users in-

formed about the app and its content 

offering.

The Main menu informs users of new 

courses and Knowledge Match invi-

tations. Push notifications motivate 

users to regularly check the app.

Branding

Active course

Navigation

Notifications



My KnowledgeFox

KnowledgeFox stands out due to its ability to continuously 

engage users. The My KnowledgeFox section enables 

learners to set up their profile and customize the learning 

experience to their preferences.

Users can choose when to receive questions from their active 

course (learning reminders) and whether or not to opt-out of 

KnowledgeMatches.

Profile data

Profile image

Subnavigation

2 Notifications

Save
settings
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settings
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settings

Learning reminder
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My courses

The My courses section lists 

all courses that have been as-

signed to the user or that the 

user has subscribed to via 

the Further courses section. 

One click reveals all details 

about a course and enables 

the user to start learning.

Title

Course list

Title

Key visual

Course info|License

Lesson overview

Course description



Title

Key visual

Course info|License

Lesson overview

Further courses

Whether you wish to offer 
only a handful or an extensive 
range of courses, the Further 
courses section provides a 
clear overview and makes it 
easy to find relevant content 
by language and category. 
Subscribed courses are add-
ed to the My courses section.

Purchase course

Language

Course
categories

Title



Single-choice vs. multiple-choice

Can you spot the differ-

ence between the sin-

gle-choice card on the left 

and the multiple-choice 

card on the right?

Square checkboxes indi-

cate that a card can have 

more than one correct 

answer.

The proven functions at 

the bottom of each card 

allow learners to give 

feedback and create, 

look up and find know-

ledge cards.

Course title
Lesson progress

Knowledge card

Feedback, 
add & find cards

Ayers Rock

What is the local name for the landmark 
known as Ayers Rock, which is best reached 
via Alice Springs Airport (ASP)?

Photo: Pixabay

Maori

Aborigines

Moai

Uluru

Which of the following items consti-
tute sensitive data?

Data Protection 101

Name

Health data

Political views

Religion

  Date of birth

Photo: Pixabay



How to interact with knowledge cards

Read each knowledge card carefully. 

Scroll down to view all answer options/

hints. Answer the question and swipe 

left to see whether your answer was 

correct.

Knowledge cards may contain an expla-

nation – an opportunity to deepen your 

knowledge about the subject.

Lesson progress

Knowledge card

Feedback, 
add & find cards

Data Protection 101

Personal data may only be sent in 
compressed form.
Personal data may never be sent 
in its entirety when referring to an 
individual.
In the context of Data Mining: Data 
extraction from a large pool of 
data.
In the context of Big Data: 
Recognition of relationships in a 
large pool of data.
Personal data must be limited to 
the necessary extent.

The new DSGVO refers to “data minimization”.

What does this refer to?

Which of the following items consti-
tute sensitive data?

Photo: Pixabay

Name

Health data

Political views

Religion

  Date of birth



Fill-in and sorting exercises

Course title

Learning progress

Knowledge card

Feedback, add & find 
cards

Fill-in exercises such as 

the one on the left deliver 

added value in many 

didactical scenarios. Fill 

in the blanks with the 

solution(s), then swipe 

left to see whether or not 

your answer was correct.

Order* exercises such as 

the one on the right chal-

lenge the learner to drag

& drop items on the 

card into the correct 

sequence. 

* New feature from 2019 
onwards.
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KnowledgeMatch

Profile image, points
and ranking

New match

Our round-based quiz game increases 

user motivation and boosts learning 

frequency. Challenge a colleague or 

compete against random opponents. 

The app will notify you when a colleague 

challenges you or when it’s your turn.

The player with the highest number 

of correctly answered questions after 

three rounds wins and gains points for 

the leaderboard.

Animations support the gaming experi-

ence and make KnowledgeMatch even 

more fun.

Invitations

Your turn

Waiting for opponent
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KnowledgeMatch



Try KnowledgeFox now!

Download the app for free from

Apple App Store or Google Play

or visit our website:

knowledgefox.net



Thurngasse 8/12, 1090 Vienna

E-mail: office@knowledgefox.net

Tel.: + 43 1 890 62 95–100 or + 43 676 722 1903

www.knowledgefox.net




